
#ASL28Challenge 2017 Day #11 Rock Art (Affirmation)  

Day 11 of 28 Days Rock Art motif (A) 	

Meaning: Rock art is inspired by the handprints of the artists reminiscent of cave paintings when 
sign language and visual art were the first languages used by humans. Except for where the 
De’VIA motifs appear, the hands are covered with black paint, again honoring the original 1989 
De’VIA visual manifesto, which has been missing for the past 25 years.  
Another reason for using rock art hand prints, is the posterity of De’VIA and how it lives on.  
Examples: Second Wave of De’VIA 2013 Mural, First Kitchen Table Conversation by David 
Call 
	

 
 
"Rock Worshippers"  
Kathy Abraham 
- watercolor pencils with tip of water, and 8x10 sketch pad 



 
Journey into Infinity.  
David Call  
Prismacolor pencil/watercolor, Bienfrang watercolor paper, 11x15, 2017  
Deaf Spirit Bird is a timeless winged traveler whose body is full of ancient hand stencils rock art. 
She is a subconscious entity that enters people's dream when they are sleeping and she instill the 
beauty of natural sign language in their dream. She had been Shaman's close companion. One 
day Shaman knew her time was up soon so she went to the top of mountain to summon Deaf 
Spirit Bird. Deaf Spirit Spirit came to her and landed on her arm. She signed to her, "my dear 
Deaf Spirit Bird, its time for you go on your own journey". The bird screeched in disappointment 
but she knew what she needed to do. All of sudden, a bright portal of time appeared out of no 
where, Deaf Spirit Bird launched and flew into the portal and disappeared. Shaman went down 
the mountain and to the cave to do her final hand stencil paint job before she departed the Earth.  
 
	

 



 
Title: Untitled 
Shawn Elfrink 
Digital Art 
 
Description: 
hypnotizing to heal the hearing parents to fell in love �� and peace �� ASL? Will that 
help in parents of Deaf child therapy? 
Actually I was trying so hard to think of motif "Rock ASL" so decided to use �� and 🍹 
Maybe take off your hearing aid and put on ASL Rock statute with paint holder. 
 
 
 



 

Poem: Sounds Don't Hear Here 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqLzsLG3UaQ 

Image description: Eric Epstein, a white young man with short hair, wearing a gray T-shirt. He is 
standing between bookshelves and in front of a white wall. He is signing "LONG-AGO." 

Gloss: SHH+GO-IN-EAR/HEAR/DEAF TUNNEL CARVE LONG-AGO HAND-OUTLINE 
THERE THERE THERE LIGHT-OUT CLOSE PUSH-IN HEARING-AID YOU-ALL SEE 
LIMIT SOUND WAVE MORE INSIDE COME ENTER SILENCE WALK TUNNEL 
CUMULATION STORY RECORD-THERE SOUND RUSH-PAST NONE HEAR SURFACE. 

 
 



 
Title: "Hands Rock" 
Bonita Harris  
53 Paper: zentangle art 



 
 
Title: not decided yet 
Ellen Mansfield 
Medium: acrylic on canvas size:12x12 
 
#ASL28challenge 
6,000 years ago, Deaf tribe lived in the ancient cliff dwelling in the red stone cliff.  
 
The Deaf tribe, who believe the physical and spiritual worlds bends together that the ceremony 
holds many days and nights with powerful storytelling by their graceful and poise sign language. 
 
The cave wall filled with rock art making. The clan shows the symbol of Eye of the people. 
 
The participants in the ceremony called upon the power of holy thunderbird , a strong that caused 
thunder when it flies and flashed lighting when it opened its eyes. The face moves swirl on the 
circles to give the heat waves. The thunder bird will ward off the enemies who take Deaf babies 
away.  
 
(Deaf baby art is from oil painting of Birth of Deaf mother and baby,2016. two sketches of cave 
with rock art in ruin dwelling and Sedona landscape from AZ trip last summer. The rock art in 
this painting is not real. Just my dream) 
 



 
"Standing Rock water protectors" 
Laurie Monahan 
Dry pastels 8x10" 
 
I did some research on Native American symbols and came up with this story using their 
symbols.  
 
Stay strong, protectors! water is life! 
 



 
LSF-MVSL Boat Rock Art 
Bob Rourke 
Acrylic on 10X10X2 woodbox made by Tony Heller 
 
Inspired by Australian Rock Art and 200th Anniversary of ASL celebration, the sailboat from 
France carrying Langue des signes Française (LSF) met up with another sailboat carrying 
Martha’s Vineyard sign language (MVSL). A beautiful convergence had happened when the 
boats met together and went on to the American mainland where American Sign Language 
(ASL) was born. Source: http://infoguides.rit.edu/aslhistory 

 
 



 
“Posterity of De’VIA” 
Nancy Rourke  
11 inch by 14 inch  
Acrylic on Canvas Board 
 
The original canvas board had handprints done in June 2016. This time, I did the reversed art, 
meaning painting black background to make the images. This is inspired by 1989 De’VIA visual 
manifesto, with Chuck Baird’s six handshape cutouts and the three primary colour hands on top 
of mask. Put them into nine handshapes that are to honour the first nine signatores who signed 
the manifesto. Since the reserved art was first started in 2013 with the artists painting the 2nd 
Wave of De’VIA mural, the handprints have become a posterity of De’VIA. These motifs are 
important symbols for De’VIA. Fish represents either affirmation or resistance, meaning fish in 
bowl isolated or a deaf community. Eyes are visual and often used in art as in affirmation. 
Elephant that I use often, in many paintings, represents the Elephant in the Deaf room, as part of 
resistance category. Butterfly motif is a symbol for Deafhood journey, used often for identity 
searching as part of affirmation category. The triangle shape is part of the original 1989 visual 
manifesto and it has been used often in other murals and paintings. We want to carry that 
tradition with us. The whole image on the painting shows the ROCK ART on a cave wall.  
 



 
Paul Scearce  
 
I shot this photo tonight. I did light paintings at the park right next to my apt. It took many tries. 
Not bad. I used a Led Lenser P7QC flashlight, a LED light keychain, & battery-powered 
electroluminescent wire. I added some clarity to bring out more details from the ghostly fog 
around a big rock. :) 
 
Single photographic exposure. Camera settings: f/6.3 - ISO 320 - 164 seconds 
 
 



 
Untitled 
Tina-Margaret Steele 
Unfinished drawing.  
Sketchbook size 5 x 7 



 
Topic: "The Hand In Rock Art" 
Artist: Yusuf Yahya 
Link: https://youtu.be/04qc5-ZdaSM 
Material: Collage Art, Cardstock Carton 12 x 12, Paint Acrylic 
 
 
Imagine when they will show and tell you the story of the rock art.  
If you believe in yourself, that is where you will find your treasure. 
 
 
 


